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Introduction

Ethogram is an expression of behavior in an objective rather 
than subjective way [1,2]. The digital value for a prepared 
ethogram is considered acute edge for different forms of a 
specific disease (from per-acuteness to chronicity). This opinion 
is focusing on the necessity of preparing an ethogram for the 
behavior of animal and birds in health (e.g. comfort behaviors) 
and diseases [2]. We will emphasize the customized ethogram 
in experimentally-induced infected animal or natural diseases 
or affections. In addition, ethogram can be used in detection of 
different forms of abnormal behaviors such as stereo types [3].

Many reports referred to several diseases that can be diagnosed 
by their behavioral picture e.g. Milk fever, Nymphomania [4]. We 
characterized the range of observed behaviors. The best way to 
generalize is to summarize the average of behaviors from many 
individual. So selecting small sized animals like laboratory mice 
will be helpful to observe a number of individuals. Here in we 
show in Table 1, an ethogram customized in chronically order 
for mice infected with Toxoplasma gondii [5,6]. In Table 2 we 
describe the severity of inflammation in terms of consistency 
and content of droppings in a chicken received an enema of  

 
trinitrobenzene of sulphonic acid [7]. In Table 3 display the 
behavioral picture due to unilateral or bilateral pressing of the 
horn on the head of rams and bucks [8].

Table 1: Ten check points each worth one for an ethogram in Balb/c 
mice infected with Toxoplasma gondii.

1 Hunching 01/

2 Piloerection 01/

3 Warmth-seeking behavior 
(huddling/ burrowing bedding) 01/

4 Sunken eye 01/

5 Ptosis (dropping of upper eye lid) 01/

6 Ataxia 01/

7 Reluctant movement 01/

8 Deficient evacuation (defecation & 
urination) reflexes 01/

9 Deficient touch reflexes 01/

10 LOB (lying on belly) 01/

Abstract

Ethnologists based their scientific study of animal behavior on ethogram. An ethogram is a quantitative description of animal behavior or 
the behavioral picture. Hence the basic information about animal behavior comes from observation. Furthermore, observation sheets lacking the 
ethogram has limitless boundary. Behavioral studies addressing a single question require designing a simple ethogram that refers to a number 
of behavioral signs each of them worth a digital value. In addition, ethological approaches for a specific behavioral pattern or disease necessitate 
customizing an ethogram. Therefore, watching the animal in home cage or natural habitat, taking careful notes, and making sense of the observed 
behaviors, writing down series of behavioral signs and organizing them in coherent fashion or in chronological order are the main procedure for 
preparing a customized ethogram. On other side, understanding animal body language and behavioral patterns that preserved or extinct from 
wild form is one of resources supplementing items of ethogram. Thusan integrated scientific research on animal behavior requires well prepared 
ethograms that not only include catalogue for the behavioral patterns but also their digital values according their appearance or absence in a 
prepared checklist. The fulfilled checklist describes a display of normal behavior or sickness behavior. Therefore lower the value of ethogram the 
higher is the deviation from normal or the reduction of disease severity. 
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Table 2: Check points for this verity of colitis induced by trinitrobenze 
of sulphonic acid in chicken.

Dropping consistency: Value (0, 2,4)

1 Well-formed dropping 0

2 Loose dropping 2

3 Diarrhea 4

Dropping with or without blood: Value (0, 2,4)

4 No blood 0

5 Occult of blood 2

6 Gross Bleeding 4

Table 3: A customized ethogram displaying the signs in five check 
points due to unilateral or bilateral complication of horn over growths 
in sheep and goat.

1 circling, head tilting 01/

2 head or horn rubbing 01/

3 head dropping 01/

4 Bright/alert/dull/ 01/

5 apathetic/anxious/restless/ excitable/ and 
manic 01/

Conclusion

Customizing ethograms for diseases based on clinical 
examination manuals for farm animals e.g. Infectious diseases in 

laboratory animals or for diseases models in laboratory animals 
(e.g. Diabetes, rheumatoid arthritis etc.) based on published 
articles and standard protocols, and laboratories manuals. 
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